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SUMMARY

Semiconductor nanocrystals have become ubiquitous both in scientific research
and in applied technologies related to light.When a nanocrystal absorbs a photon
an electron-hole pair is created whose fate dictates whether the nanocrystal will
be suitable for a particular application. Ultrafast spectroscopy provides a real-
time window to monitor the evolution of the electron-hole pair. In this review,
we focus on CdSe nanocrystals, the most-studied nanocrystal system to date,
and also highlight ultrasmall nanocrystals, ‘‘standard nanocrystals’’ of different
binary composition, alloyed nanocrystals, and core/shell nanocrystals and nano-
rods. We focus on four time-resolved spectroscopies used to interrogate nano-
crystals: pump-probe, fluorescence upconversion, time-correlated single photon
counting, and non-linear spectroscopies. The basics of the nanocrystals and the
spectroscopies are presented, followed by a detailed synopsis of ultrafast spec-
troscopy studies performed on the various semiconductor nanocrystal systems.

INTRODUCTION

The size-tunable optical properties of semiconductor nanocrystals (NC), or quantum dots, were first ex-

plained by Brus (1984). As nanocrystal size falls below the bulk Bohr exciton diameter, the electron and

hole become quantum confined and resemble the ‘‘particle in a box’’ studied in undergraduate chemistry

and physics (Kippeny et al., 2002). Because their optical properties are dictated by quantum mechanics,

semiconductor nanocrystals are referred to as quantum dots. Figure 1 depicts an electron-hole pair crea-

tion after the absorption of a photon. The shape and structure of nanocrystals are determined by high res-

olution transmission electron microscopy (McBride et al., 2004; Shiang et al., 1995). The CdSe nanocrystal

depicted in Figure 1 has been determined to be Cd rich (Taylor et al., 2001) and to have an intrinsic dipole

moment (Blanton et al., 1997) which can be an internal driving force to separate charge carriers. The chem-

ical synthesis that creates the nanocrystal also leaves organic ligands on the surface, primarily passivating

surface cations and leaving the anions bare. Dangling bonds on the surface of nanocrystals form trap states

for the photogenerated electron and/or hole, and much of the ultrafast spectroscopy performed on nano-

crystals explores these carrier-trapping timescales.

There are numerous demonstrated and proposed uses for semiconductor nanocrystals. As a semicon-

ductor with a quantum-mechanically enhanced ability to absorb light and thus generate a charge pair,

nanocrystals are an obvious candidate for solar cells (Kamat, 2008,2013; McDonald et al., 2005; Nozik,

2002; Sargent, 2012; Swafford and Rosenthal, 2003; Underwood et al., 2001a). Similarly, photogenerated

charges imply nanocrystals can be used as photocatalysts (Kamat and Dimitrijevi�c, 1990; La Croix et al.,

2017; Moroz et al., 2018), photosensitizers (Bakalova et al., 2004; Robel et al., 2006), and photodetectors

(Konstantatos et al., 2006; McDonald et al., 2005; Sukhovatkin et al., 2009). Imperative to the successful

incorporation of semiconductor nanocrystals in the devices listed above is that the photogenerated

charges must separate and leave the nanocrystal. This process can bemonitored by ultrafast spectroscopy,

which provides necessary feedback to improve nanocrystal design for enhanced device operations.

A second set of applications of semiconductor nanocrystals requires the opposite behavior: The electron-

hole pair must not leave the nanocrystal or fall into surface traps but must recombine to emit light from the

nanocrystal. Applications with this set of requirements includes the use of nanocrystals in light emitting di-

odes (Pal et al., 2012; Schreuder et al., 2008, 2010; Shirasaki et al., 2013), lasers (Fan et al., 2017; Klimov,

2000a; Klimov and Bawendi, 2001), and as fluorescent probes in biology (Alivisatos et al., 2005; Kovtun

et al., 2011; Rosenthal et al., 2002, 2011). Indeed, improved capabilities in nanocrystal synthesis and control
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Figure 1. Model of a CdSe nanocrystal obtained from HRTEM images depicting the inherent dipole of the

nanocrystal and the creation and evolution of an electron-hole pair following absorption of a photon.

Adapted from Rosenthal et al. (Rosenthal et al., 2011).
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of carrier dynamics have led to two now-widespread commercial applications. Thermo-FischerTM (and

other vendors) sell core/shell quantum dots for biological applications and SamsungTM incorporates

robust core/shell nanocrystals in QLED (quantum dot light emitting diode) displays. Another company,

Nanoco Technologies Ltd., is also developing cadmium-free quantum dots for infrared sensing, display,

solar, lighting and bio-imaging applications. Wrapping a semiconductor nanocrystal in a shell of a wider

band gap material is the chemist’s trick to keep carriers out of surface traps and force carrier recombina-

tion. Here, again, ultrafast spectroscopy can interrogate the successfulness of the synthetic objective.

The example applications noted above highlight the practical importance of excitonic properties, specif-

ically, how nanocrystal properties are influenced by controlling the degree of surface trapping and charge

transfer to surface moieties. ‘‘Wave function engineering’’ is a term that has been used to emphasize the

importance of the structure-property relationship of semiconductor nanomaterials and underscore how

synthetic outcomes affect the excitonic properties which ultimately determine the utility of nanocrystals

for specific applications (Zhu et al., 2012). This fundamental understanding of the excited state and how

it is dependent on nanocrystal size, shape, composition, surface chemistry, and so forth, now allows chem-

ists to design nanocrystals with specific properties tailored to their intended application.

This review is structured in three parts. First, we describe the different types of nanocrystals that have been

studied with ultrafast spectroscopy with a focus on CdSe nanocrystals, which are by far the most studied

system. Here, we provide information about their band structure and surface states, brief descriptions of

their synthesis, and electron microscopy structural data. In the second section of this article, we describe

the time resolved spectroscopies used to interrogate carrier dynamics in nanocrystals, discussing strengths

of each. Then, at the heart of this review we compile and discuss an extensive body of literature in which the

carrier dynamics of nanocrystals have been interrogated by ultrafast spectroscopy. Depth is provided on

CdSe-based systems and supplemented with comparison to select other systems that have been studied.

The scope of this review excludes studies on multi exciton generation in nanocrystals (Labrador and Du-

kovic, 2020; Pandey and Guyot-Sionnest, 2007; Qin et al., 2021; Seiler et al., 2018; Sewall et al., 2008),

and electron transfer studies in which the nanocrystal donates a charge (electron or hole) to a surface moi-

ety (Frederick and Weiss, 2010; Peterson et al., 2014; Taheri et al., 2021; Zhu et al., 2010).
SEMICONDUCTOR NANOCRYSTALS

Band structure

The band structure of semiconductor nanocrystals is unique from atoms, molecules, and bulk semiconduc-

tors in that the extremely small size of the nanocrystal changes the energies of the valence and conduction

bands and also lifts the degeneracy of the band edge states leading to quantization of states near the band

edge. This phenomenon is observed as a size-dependence in the absorption and emission of the nanocrys-

tals, as well as discrete peaks or features in the optical absorption spectra, as seen in Figure 2.
2 iScience 25, 103831, February 18, 2022



Figure 2. Overview of size dependence and band structure in nanocrystals and core/shells

(A and B) Size-dependence of semiconductor nanocrystals is illustrated in the optical absorption (A, top) and emission

(A, bottom) of CdSe nanocrystals as they increase in size from left (2 nm) to right (6 nm). Reproduced with permission from

Rosenthal et el (Rosenthal et al., 2007). Electronic transitions (B) that give rise to the features in the optical absorption

spectra of CdSe nanocrystals, reproduced with permission from Klimov et al. (Klimov et al., 1999a).

(C) Band structure of CdSe nanocrystals (C) illustrating the quantization of states at the band edge and mid-gap states

that can arise from surface states and/or alloying (Freymeyer et al., 2020; Underwood et al., 2001b). Illustration developed

from theoretical results of Ekimov, Efros, et al. (Ekimov et al., 1993).

(D) Band alignment (D) in type I, II, and quasi-type II core/shell or other nanoheterostructures (Keene et al., 2014).
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A defining feature of semiconductor nanomaterials is their large surface-to-volume ratio that leads to sig-

nificant overlap of the excited charge carriers with the surface of the nanocrystal. Therefore, not only do the

excited charge carriers populate and transition between the electronic states of the semiconductor

nanocrystal material, the charge carriers also interact with and populate the electronic states present at

the surface of thematerial. The surface of a nanocrystal includes a wide range of physical and chemical phe-

nomena such as unpassivated surface atoms, dangling bonds, organic ligands or other semiconductor ma-

terials, all of which may have electronic energy levels near the band edge or within the band gap of the

nanocrystal (Hartley et al., 2021). These surface states are often called ‘trap states’ because they can extract

the charge carrier(s) from the nanocrystal and trap them there, preventing radiative recombination and

quenching photoluminescence (PL).
iScience 25, 103831, February 18, 2022 3
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In complex heterostructures, the alignment between the conduction and valence bands of one semicon-

ductor material with another provides an additional avenue by which the charge carriers can be manipu-

lated. Illustrated in Figure 2, these are classified as different ‘types’ of heterostructures based on how

the band alignment distributes charge carriers between the materials: Type I structures localize both car-

riers in a single material, type II structures separate each charge to a different material, and quasi-type II

structures localize one charge carrier in one material while the other is delocalized throughout both

materials.

Synthesis

CdSe remains the quintessential colloidal quantum dot system. By injecting highly reactive organometallic

chemical vapor deposition precursors in a high boiling point solvent, production of relatively monodis-

perse colloidal ‘quantum crystallites’ composed of cadmium and selenium is achieved (Bawendi et al.,

1992; Murray et al., 1993). While the selenium precursor has remained relatively fixed as either the powder

form of selenium dissolved in tri-n-butyl phosphine or tri-n-octyl phosphine, the source of cadmium has

moved on from the highly reactive and toxic dimethylcadmium. Now the most common literature prepa-

ration utilizes cadmium oxide complexed with carboxylic or phosphonic acids (Peng and Peng, 2001).

The addition of long chain amines imbued improved shape control and high fluorescent quantum yields

(Talapin et al., 2001). However, this fluorescence improvement by organic passivants is easily degraded

by the displacement of ligands during purification and processing. From the highly spherical CdSe, synthe-

sis strategies for shape control have evolved to produce rods, tetrapods, ultrasmall, bulklike, magic size

clusters, and most recently 2D nanosheets (Bowers et al., 2005; Ithurria and Dubertret, 2008; Peng and

Peng, 2001).

The chemistry for the synthesis of other semiconductor systems has been developed following CdSe as a

model. PbS and PbSe quickly became relatively simple to synthesize with large batches being assembled

into structures for potential photovoltaic applications (Okuno et al., 2000). Conversely, other semicon-

ductor systems with band gaps of interest proved far more difficult. Although early works demonstrated

that the synthesis of indium phosphide and gallium phosphide was possible, only recently has the devel-

opment of these materials reached a point where their properties are comparable to their cadmium sele-

nide predecessors (Li et al., 2019; Micic et al., 1994, 1995; Won et al., 2019). The demand for heavy metal

free technologies pushed research on indium phosphide chemistry so that most commercial displays are

indium-based and cadmium-free.

Beyond ‘‘standard’’ binary nanocrystal systems, alloys of materials afford another mechanism to tune their

optical properties. For example, the stoichiometry of homogenously alloyed CdSSe nanocrystals deter-

mines their absorption and emission wavelengths independent of their diameter (Swafford et al., 2006).

This is a critical step toward improving the brightness of blue and green emitting quantum dots since

the molar absorptivity, or the ability of the quantum dot to absorb light, is size dependent. Graded alloys

where the composition varies radially from the core, enables a gradual change in the chemical composition

to reduce lattice strain and control surface termination (Keene et al., 2014).

However, core/shell structures are required to achieve the highest quantum yields and long term photo-

stability. The shell material typically consists of a wider band gap semiconductor (type I) capable of

epitaxial growth necessary to eliminate surface trap sites. Early in the nanocrystal literature, CdSe was typi-

cally passivated using ZnS where the zinc source was once again a highly reactive organometallic precursor

while the sulfur source was often an equally reactive material (Hines and Guyot-Sionnest, 1996; Peng et al.,

1997). It became clear that the�12% lattice mismatch between CdSe and ZnS limits the ultimate shell thick-

ness attainable. Better matched CdS shells were able to be grown far thicker and were the first to suppress

optical intermittency and to achieve stable, near-unity quantum yields (Chen et al., 2013; Hanifi et al., 2019).

Unfortunately, the use of CdS as the shell material leads to a loss of confinement as a result of the band

offsets (or a lack thereof) between core and shell. Various alloys in core and shell have regained optical

tunability at the expense of greatly increased material complexity (Shen et al., 2011).

Structural characterization

Transmission electron microscopy, or TEM, has played a critical role in most ultrafast spectroscopy studies

as any measured behavior requires a physical model to support the conclusions. At its simplest, high-res-

olution phase contrast TEM (HRTEM) can resolve the size, shape, and crystal structure of individual
4 iScience 25, 103831, February 18, 2022



Figure 3. Comparison of transmission electron microscopy techniques used to characterize nanocrystal with

descriptions of benefits and challenges (in red).

Top: High resolution TEM showing the lattice structure of CdSe from two different alignments (Shiang et al., 1995).

Middle: Aberration-corrected Z-STEM directly showing the atomic arrangement of CdSe (Pennycook et al., 2012).

Bottom: STEM-EDS of a giant-shelled CdSe/CdS core/shell nanocrystal (McBride and Rosenthal, 2019).
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nanocrystals. The atoms can appear as white or dark spots with their arrangement related to the real atomic

arrangement. Figure 3 shows an early example of HRTEM of CdSe nanocrystals exhibiting different orien-

tations (Shiang et al., 1995). Phase contrast imaging is adequate for characterizing simple systems of one

type of semiconductor; however, diffraction and thickness effects complicate the interpretation of image

contrast of core/shell or other multicomponent particles. Most early core/shell papers relied on powder

X-ray diffraction and a change in particle size for confirmation of shell coverage. Atomic number contrast

scanning transmission electron microscopy (Z-STEM) forms images by collecting only the highly scattered

electrons using a high-angle annular dark-field detector (HAADF) (Nellist and Pennycook, 1999). This gives

directly interpretable images and, when paired with the sub-angstrom resolution afforded by aberration-

correction, single atom detection (McBride et al., 2004). Core/shell systems such as CdSe/ZnS that exhibit

strong Z-contrast can be imaged atomic column by atomic column. Figure 3 shows examples of CdSe cores

and CdSe/CdS core/shell nanocrystals (McBride et al., 2006; Pennycook et al., 2012). In the latter case, the

Z-contrast that originates from the anion atomic columns and the core/shell interface is revealed by the

disappearance of the selenium atomic columns as the material transitions to the purely CdS shell (McBride

et al., 2006). Quests to image the surface termination of the nanocrystal surface, information crucial toward

understanding physical structure of surface defects, were limited by electron beam induced motion of the

atoms. This surface fluctuation creates a fuzzy haze at the nanocrystal surface and persists even down to the

‘gentle STEM’ regime of accelerating voltages of 60 kV and was consistent across different II–IV systems

with different organic passivation (Krivanek et al., 2010; McBride et al., 2013; Pennycook et al., 2012).

Ultimately, there remains the finite effect of nanocrystal thickness that limits direct contrast interpretation

for highly irregular shapes or very thick structures. Analytical STEM affords the ability to correlate chemical

composition with atomic structure. Electron Energy Loss Spectroscopy (EELS) and/or Energy Dispersive

Spectroscopy (EDS) coupled with the scanning electron beam creates images with chemical information

from a few nanometers down to single atomic columns. While EELS can provide information beyond simple

chemical identification such as bonding, coordination, and density of states, most compositions of semi-

conductor quantum dots consist of elements that give rise to weak EELS edges and line shapes (Williams

and Carter, 1996). Recently, the advancement of solid-state X-ray detector design has greatly improved the
iScience 25, 103831, February 18, 2022 5
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efficacy of STEM-EDS imaging of colloidal quantum dots (Schlossmacher et al., 2010). Prior to �2010, low

X-ray count rates required high beam currents and long acquisition times that would obliterate the nano-

crystal before any reliable chemical information could be obtained. Modern STEM-EDS systems with

multiple large area detectors can readily confirm chemical compositions of nanoparticles in one 15-sec

scan where subsequent collections can be used to acquire enough counts for single nanocrystal chemical

quantification. This technique is proving critical toward confirmation of the complex nanostructures

currently being studied. Figure 3 (bottom) shows an example of a STEM-EDS map of a core/shell nanocrys-

tal system that highlights the technique’s ability to identify the location of the core of the particle (McBride

and Rosenthal, 2019; Reid et al., 2018).
ULTRAFAST TECHNIQUES

Various ultrafast techniques have been developed that analyze features such as absorption, emission, and

anisotropy. These techniques rely on femtosecond (fs) laser pulses typically generated using a regenera-

tively amplified Ti:sapphire laser, and time resolution is dependent on the laser pulse width (�10 fs in

the best case). Depending on the experimental conditions, either an optical parametric amplifier (OPA),

second harmonic generator (SHG), dye, or sapphire plate (for white light (WL) continuum) are used to

generate the desired wavelengths. Most techniques involve multiple pulses serving as excitation and

probe pulses. Figure 4 summarizes these ultrafast techniques giving both what is measured and what elec-

tronic process those measurements correlate with.
Anisotropy measurements

Femtosecond absorption anisotropy probes changes in the symmetry of the electronic structure of NCs

after charge carrier evolution. Anisotropy measurements allow for determination of the symmetry of the

lowest electronic state. It can also provide information about long time anisotropy in the NC. Wave-

length-tuned excitation and probe beams monitor the changes in anisotropy over the course of several

picoseconds (Rosenthal et al., 1996). Spectrally resolved pump-probe (SRPP) polarization anisotropy mea-

surements build on these measurements by recording anisotropy changes for a range of detection en-

ergies near the band gap using frequency resolved optical gating (FROG) (Park et al., 2016).
Transient absorption

Transient absorption (TA) measurements monitor time-correlated absorption changes resulting from state

filling by electrons and the bleaching of interband optical transitions that are proportional to the sum of the

electron and hole occupation numbers (Klimov, 2000b). Samples are pumped to photoexcite a fraction of

the sample into electronic excited states and absorption changes are probed using various sources de-

pending on the experiment (IR, NIR, visible, or broadband). For example, to separate hole and electron

dynamics, an IR probe is used which is tuned in resonance with either electron or hole intraband transitions

(Klimov et al., 1999b). Changes in absorption can be measured for either changes in photon energy (at a

constant time delay) or with a variable time delay (and constant energy). TA measurements have been per-

formed for femto- to nano-second time scales and are thus able to cover a wide range of charge carrier

properties. Example TA data are shown in Figures 5A and 5B.

More involved techniques allow for greater specificity to be obtained including a three-pulse pump-pump-

probe (vis + IR + WL probe) where the first pump places an electron in 1Se and the second pumps the elec-

tron from 1Se to 1Pe, allowing both the 1Se recovery and 1Pe depopulation to be probed (Pandey and

Guyot-Sionnest, 2008). Additionally, circularly polarized pump-probe uses circularly polarized pump and

probe beams in a transient bleaching experiment. The RRRR-RRLL signal will give the fine structure of

the relaxation rate (Johnson et al., 2008). Femtosecond degenerate pump-probe is a modification of the

TA experiment where both the pump and probe come from the same source (or are otherwise equal)

(Cho et al., 2010).

Furthermore, an exciton selective pump-probe approach can be used to look at state-to-state exciton tran-

sition rates. Here, the pump wavelengths are tuned to specific initial excitonic wavelengths and a white

light continuum is used to probe the absorption. DDOD transients, the difference between standard

pump-probe DOD transients, monitor the survival probability of hot holes or electrons. This technique

maintains femtosecond time resolution while also probing the initial and final excitonic states providing

direct information about the pathways by which an exciton relaxes (Cooney et al., 2007).
6 iScience 25, 103831, February 18, 2022



Figure 4. Overview of ultrafast spectroscopy techniques with processes they monitor and their time scales
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Fluorescence upconversion

While transient absorptionmonitors changes in absorption over time, fluorescence upconversion spectros-

copy allows for changes in PL to be tracked on ultrafast timescales. This fluorescence signal correlates with

radiative recombination of the exciton and NC charge carrier trapping appears as a decrease in fluores-

cence intensity (Keene et al., 2014). This optical gating technique uses a wavelength-tuned pump beam

to excite the NCs. Subsequently, their fluorescence is probed by overlapping a gate beam spatially and

temporally in a non-linear crystal to create the sum frequency signal (usum = ufluorescence + ugate). The exci-

tation beam’s arrival is delayed with a stepper stage, providing time resolution. In contrast to pump-probe

laser spectroscopies, fluorescence upconversion offers a preferential look at the excited state without

interference from other processes such as excited-state absorption or ground-state recovery (Underwood

et al., 2001b). Example fluorescence upconversion data are shown in Figures 5C and 5D.
Time correlated single photon counting (TCSPC)

Many of the techniques that have been utilized to study the ultrafast processes in nanocrystals are of the

pump-probe spectroscopies which, while they provide excellent temporal resolution, can be somewhat
iScience 25, 103831, February 18, 2022 7



Figure 5. Example spectra for several ultrafast techniques

(A) TA spectra for 4.05 nm CdSe NCs at several delay times with the electronic transitions labeled.

(B) TA dynamics at the position of the 1S (thick solid line) and 1P (thick dashed line) transitions for the same 4.05 nm

CdSe NCs.

(C) Ultrafast fluorescence upconversion decay curves for InP/ZnSe NCs.

(D) Rise time from the ultrafast fluorescence upconversion experiment.

(E) Total 2D ES for various times.

(F) Measured 2D ES spectra at 300 fs with labels indicating major contributions for the two diagonals and cross peaks in

which jX1 is the 1Se-1S3/2 exciton state and jX2 is the 1Se-2S3/2 exciton state. (A) and (B) Reprinted figure with permission

from Klimov et al. (Klimov et al., 1999a), and (E) and (F) are adapted with permission from Turner et al. (Turner et al., 2012).
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limited in the window of time they can extend out to probe. Time correlated single photon counting

(TCSPC) can be used to directly measure long-lived fluorescence decays and provides information about

the nature of the optical transitions (Gul et al., 2011). Here, samples are laser excited, and their fluorescence

is directly recorded using a TCSPC unit which allows for extended length measurements (up to 1000s of

nanoseconds). Correlating time resolved PL measurements with an additional variable such as varied tem-

perature allow for more information about specific trap populations to be determined (Jones et al., 2009).
Two-Dimensional electronic spectroscopy

Two-dimensional electronic spectroscopy (2D ES) has been used to measure the decoherence time of a

superposition of the two lowest energy excitons and provides information about exciton and biexciton
8 iScience 25, 103831, February 18, 2022
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fine structures. 2D ES measurements remove the effect of inhomogeneous broadening due to nanocrystal

size variation that can completely obscure or dominate in other types of spectroscopic measurements. 2D

ES is carried out similarly to one-dimensional four-wave-mixing measurements, but records both the spec-

trum of states photoexcited and the spectrum of states after a delay time showing cross peaks and

revealing couplings between states (Turner et al., 2012). Example 2D ES data are shown in Figures 5E

and 5F.

Femtosecond (3-pulse) photon echo

Femtosecond (3-pulse) photon echo can be used to measure the electronic dephasing, population

dynamics, and the dynamics of the vibrational mode (Mittleman et al., 1994). Three-pulse photon echo

spectroscopy is preferred over hole burning and two-pulse echo experiments for observing electronic de-

phasing because it is able to suppress the quantum beats or the effects of the coupling to the phonon

mode which is also coupled to the exciton in this time regime, obfuscating the observed signal. It also

can distinguish between electronic dephasing due to dynamic processes and linewidth broadening due

to phonon line structure (Schoenlein et al., 1993). Three beams of equal intensity are used with indepen-

dent delay controls to allow the various properties to be measured.

Third-order transient grating spectroscopy and cross-polarized transient grating (CPTG)

spectroscopy

Third-order transient grating (3-TG) spectroscopy is again similar to the traditional pump-probe method

but allows for further polarization experiments to be performed because each of the three laser beams

and an analyzer in the signal path can be independently arranged. This technique monitors the evolution

of ground and excited-state density as a function of time delay. In this case, the pump pulse is split into a

pair of beams that have different wave vectors that arrive simultaneously to photoexcite. Then a probe

beam detects signals in the phase-matched directions as a function of the pump�probe time delay (Huxter

et al., 2005). Because of this phase matching, CPTG offers a higher signal-to-noise ratio than transient

bleaching (Johnson et al., 2008).

Steady-state photoluminescence

While not an ultrafast technique specifically, steady-state photoluminescence at various temperatures has

also been employed as a way of understanding the relevant energy levels in NCs. Changes in spectra at

various temperatures both in intensity and wavelength can be used to help determine the trapping mech-

anisms inside NCs (Mooney et al., 2013).

CARRIER DYNAMICS IN SEMICONDUCTOR NANOCRYSTALS

The vast majority of ultrafast studies on semiconductor nanocrystals are aimed at gaining a fundamental

understanding of the behavior of the electron-hole pair as a function of nanocrystal size, shape, composi-

tion, and surface chemistry. Fundamentally, there is the question of how the excited state behaves within

the nanocrystal, how the charges populate and transition between the electronic states and how long it

takes for these transitions to occur as the excited state relaxes back to the ground state. Within the

first�100 fs after excitation the electron-hole pair experiences rapid loss of initial anisotropy and electronic

dephasing or decoupling. These are followed by exciton spin relaxation, carrier cooling or relaxation to the

band edge, charge transfer to or from adsorbed molecules at the nanocrystal surface, and charge separa-

tion between materials in type II structures on the sub-picosecond timescale. Once the exciton has formed

within the first picosecond, interaction of the charge carriers with the surface of the nanocrystal plays an

important role as hole trapping and electron trapping at surface states occur on the few-ps to tens-of-ps

time scales, respectively. Also in this regime Auger relaxation and charge trapping at internal interfacial

lattice defects in heterostructures compete with carrier trapping at the surface. Finally, the charge carriers

relax back to the ground state with an exciton lifetime on the tens of nanoseconds timescale or relax from

trap states on the order of nanoseconds to microseconds. These processes and their time scales are sum-

marized in Figure 6.

Anisotropy

The pioneering work of Rosenthal, Alivisatos, Shank, et al. investigated the anisotropy of the exciton in

wurtzite CdSe nanocrystals (Rosenthal et al., 1996). Like many of the processes and properties of nanostruc-

tures, the symmetry of the lowest electronic state in CdSe nanocrystals is dependent on size. The exciton of
iScience 25, 103831, February 18, 2022 9



Figure 6. Overview of processes and timescale for the evolution of the excited state
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larger nanocrystals has E symmetry, arising from a symmetric degenerate planar transition in which the

electron is promoted from pxpy linear combination of atomic orbitals. At smaller diameters the exciton

has A symmetry, arising from an asymmetric nondegenerate linear dipole transition in which the electron

is promoted from a pz orbital. The difference in the exciton state with size is attributed to the structure of

the nanocrystals: the nanocrystals are actually non-spherical and are elongated along the C3V axis. The

tetrahedral crystal field created by the Cd atoms in the wurtzite crystal lattice lifts the degeneracy of the

px, py, and pz orbitals. Femtosecond absorption anisotropy measurements revealed a rapid decay of the

initial anisotropy of the CdSe nanocrystals within 20 fs. The extremely fast evolution of the transition dipole

was attributed to the rapid evolution of the excited state electron wave function to the surface of the

nanocrystal.

The anisotropy of PbS nanocrystals has more recently been investigated by Jonas et al. (Park et al., 2016).

The anisotropy at the bandgap for chlorine-passivated PbS nanocrystals was found to be anomalously low,

less than 0.1. The low initial anisotropy is potentially due to strong spin-orbit coupling or formation of hot

one-electron states by excited state absorption. Additionally, rapid loss of any anisotropy was observed to

occur in less than 10 fs, suggesting that coupling to singly excited states beyond the pulse bandwidth oc-

curs faster than the duration of the pulse.
Exciton-phonon dephasing (i.e., quantum beats in TA)

Quantum beats become evident in transient absorption spectra over the first several picoseconds due to

the coupling of the exciton to the lattice vibrations (phonons) of the nanocrystal directly after excitation, as

illustrated in Figure 7. More specifically, longitudinal-optical (LO) phonons are coherently excited along-

side the exciton by the excitation pulse. In other words, in addition to electronic excitation of the nanocrys-

tal, coherent nuclear motion at the phonon frequency is simultaneously initiated by the first laser pulse.

Taking a Fourier transform of the time-dependent kinetic traces exhibiting quantum beats allows for eluci-

dation of the frequency of the phonons and yields consistent results as direct measurements of the phonon

energies. In particular for CdSe, the LO phonon mode has a wavenumber of �205 cm�1 which corresponds

to coherent nuclear motion of the crystal lattice with a vibrational period of�163 fs (Figure 7). These signals

can potentially obfuscate fine details in the decay kinetic spectra obtained via time-resolved spectros-

copies with features on this timescale, including investigations of electronic dephasing, exciton spin relax-

ation, and carrier cooling.

Shoenlein, Mittleman, Alivisatos, Shank, et al. demonstrated that three-pulse photon-echo experiments

can suppress the quantum beats in electronic dephasing studies by tuning the delay of the third (probe)

pulse to coincide with exactly one vibrational period (Mittleman et al., 1994; Schoenlein et al., 1993). Under

this experimental design, the third (probe) pulse arrives exactly when the nuclei are in their initial equilib-

rium positions, thereby eliminating any effects from lattice vibrations in the time-resolved spectra.

Like many other processes in semiconductor nanocrystals, the damping time of the phonon oscillations is

size-dependent (Mittleman et al., 1994). In three-pulse photon echo experiments, an LO-phonon coupling

parameter (D) was determined by comparing the echo decay rate at ut13 = 2p and ut13 = 3p, illustrated in

Figure 7. The coupling of the LO-phonon to the exciton was found to peak at an intermediate size: It is

smallest at small (�2 nm) nanocrystals, increases and peaks for diameter of �3 nm, then as diameter con-

tinues to increase the coupling decreases to a value resembling that of the bulk.
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Figure 7. Three-pulse photon echo on 2.2 nm CdSe nanocrystals as a function of t13 with t12 = 33 fs demonstrating

the quantum beats observed in transient absorption spectra

The dashed line is a theoretical fit with one phonon mode (u = 205 cm�1). Adapted with permission from Schoenlein et al.

(Schoenlein et al., 1993).
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Electronic dephasing

The electronic dephasing, or electron-electron scattering, in semiconductor nanocrystals is a process in

which momentum is changed while energy is conserved. Throughout the literature this process is also

referred to to as exciton dephasing, polarization modulation, or polarization dephasing.

Electronic dephasing in CdSe nanocrystals is dependent on both temperature and size. First investigation

of electronic dephasing in CdSe nanocrystals was performed by Schoenlein, Shank, et al. and probed

2.2 nm CdSe nanocrystals at varying temperature (Schoenlein et al., 1993). The polarization dephasing

was found to be roughly linear with temperature. At 15 K, the timescale for electronic dephasing was found

to be 85 fs and it decreased to 25 fs as temperature increased to 240 K. The temperature dependence in-

dicates that electronic dephasing is strongly coupled to low-frequency (�5–50 cm�1) acoustic phonon

modes. The acoustic modes are less populated at lower temperature, leading to a slower rate of polariza-

tion dephasing because they are simply not available to assist in the process at low temperatures. At higher

temperatures, however, the acoustic phononmodes are thermally populated and thus readily contribute to

the electronic dephasing process, which occurs more rapidly. Increased electronic dephasing also contrib-

utes to the increased line broadening and linewidth of nanocrystal samples at increased temperature.

Mittleman, Shank, et al. later followed up by additionally probing the size dependence the electronic de-

phasing in CdSe nanocrystals ranging from 2 to 4 nm in diameter and found the dephasing time to increase

with nanocrystal size (Mittleman et al., 1994). Electronic dephasing occurs in 85 fs for smaller 2 nm nano-

crystals and increases to 270 fs for larger 4 nm nanocrystals. This is notably much faster than the bulk time-

scale for electronic dephasing of 50 ps for CdSe. The electronic dephasing and homogeneous linewidth are

ultimately attributed to three dynamical processes, with each one exhibiting some degree of size depen-

dence. First is the coupling to low-frequency acoustic phononmodes and is the only process dependent on

temperature. The other two processes are dependent on size. The authors describe a lifetime effect, or the

decay of the excited state into an electronic configuration that is less strongly coupled to the ground state.

This process varies from 400 fs for small 2 nm CdSe up to 8 ps in larger 4 nm CdSe and is suggestive of trap-

ping to a surface state. The last contribution to electronic dephasing is attributed to elastic scattering from

defect sites or impurities in the crystal lattice.
Exciton spin relaxation/spin flip

The kinetics of the exciton spin relaxation (or flipping) from one bright exciton state (F =G1) to the other in

CdSe nanocrystals was observed by Scholes et al. using third-order transient grating (3-TG) spectroscopy

(Huxter et al., 2005). In addition to first demonstrating that such an experiment is possible, the exciton spin

flip was found to be size-dependent, 182 fs for smaller nanocrystals (r = 1.7 nm) and longer (1 ps) for larger
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nanocrystals (r = 2.5 nm). Its origin is attributed to a long-range contribution to the electron-hole exchange

interaction.

Scholes et al. later investigated the transitions between electronic states of F = G1 in CdSe nanocrystals

using two-dimensional electronic spectroscopy after femtosecond excitation of the two lowest exciton

states (Turner et al., 2012). They observed cross peaks in the 2D spectra correspond to ‘coupled’ exciton

states, which are electronic transitions that involve common electronic orbitals. The two lowest-energy

excited states in CdSe nanocrystals both involve an electron in the 1Se orbital: 1Se-1S3/2 for the lowest-en-

ergy excited state which has both the electron and hole in 1S orbitals, and 1Se-2S3/2 for the second-lowest-

energy excited state which has the electron in a 1S orbital and the hole in a 2S orbital. Thus, both states

have an electron in a common 1Se orbital. The dominant coherence of these states is a superposition of

F = +1 and F =�1 excitons which have a total angular momentum of F = 0. There are ten possible F = 0 con-

figurations that involve twelve electrons in this superposition state. It was found that this twelve-particle

correlation of the electronically coupled superposition of the two lowest energy excitons has a decoher-

ence time of about 50 fs.

Importantly, Collini et al. recently investigated effects of different capping ligands and solvent systems and

demonstrated that their 2D ESmeasurements to investigate the coherent properties in CdSe quantumdots

are fairly insensitive to the capping ligand or solvent and therefore the signals are primarily dependent on

the CdSe core (Collini et al., 2019). They identified interband coherences among the 2S3/2– 1S3/2 and the

1S3/2– 2S3/2 bands and demonstrated that, not only can 2D ES be utilized to identify the fine structure en-

ergy levels in the nanocrystals, but it can also monitor the evolution of their superpositions, even in spite of

the inherent inhomogeneity of the sample.

The spin flip relaxation times for lead chalcogenide (PbX, X = S, Se, Te) nanocrystals have also been inves-

tigated by Nozik, Scholes, et al. with CPTG spectroscopy and transient bleaching in circularly polarized

pump-probe spectroscopy (Johnson et al., 2008). PbS and PbSe exhibit similar spin flip dynamics in that

they have both a ‘fast’ (210–290 fs) component and a ‘slow’ (790–860 fs) component with similar time con-

stants between the two materials. The fast decay is assigned to transitions between states split by inter-

valley scattering (IVS) and the slower decay pathway is attributed to transitions between states split by

electron-hole exchange interactions (EI). PbS has a fast decay of 290 fs followed by a slower 790 fs decay

whereas PbSe has a fast decay of 210 fs followed by a slower decay of 860 fs. For both PbS and PbSe,

the faster decay is dominant in the kinetic traces. The PbTe nanocrystals exhibit much faster rates than

PbS and PbSe and only display a single decay of 145 fs. The faster decay in PbTe is attributed to the larger

effective mass anisotropy (EMA) leading to increased energy splitting between fine structure states and/or

larger spin-orbit coupling (SOC) because of the heavier Te anion, leading to faster interconversion of states

with opposite angular momentum. Each of the fine structure relaxation pathways occur in parallel and have

their own unique size dependences, attributed to the electronic matrix element for each transition as

opposed to electron-phonon coupling.

Temperature dependent experiments on PbX nanocrystals also revealed that the fine structure relaxation

processes are sensitive to the presence of lattice phonons (Johnson et al., 2008). At lower temperature,

both the amplitude and the rate of the spin flip decreases. Similar to conclusions from electronic dephasing

studies in CdSe nanocrystals because one or more optical phonons may be needed to activate the transi-

tions, these phonons are not available at lower temperatures and the transition rates are limited.

In comparison to CdSe, the PbX nanocrystals exhibit slower hole flip and faster exciton spin-flip (or electron

spin-flip) because of the larger electron effective mass in PbX than in CdSe.
Electron cooling (1Pe/ 1Se)

Carrier cooling, also known as intraband relaxation or carrier thermalization, in semiconductor nanocrystals

is when charge carriers that are excited into a higher-energy state (also known as hot carriers) relax back to

the band edge state, or the lowest-energy excited state. The vast majority of intraband relaxation studies

for hot electrons in the conduction band of CdSe nanocrystals have investigated the transition from the 1Pe
state down to the 1SE band edge state (Burda et al., 2001, 2002; Cooney et al., 2007; Guyot-Sionnest et al.,

2005; Guyot-Sionnest and Hines, 1998; Klimov, 2000b; Klimov et al., 1996, 1999a, 1999b, 2000; Kambham-

pati, 2011a, 2011b; Klimov andMcBranch, 1998; Knowles et al., 2011; Peterson et al., 2014; Saari et al., 2013;
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Wheeler and Zhang, 2013; Zhu et al., 2010). Electron cooling has been experimentally monitored inmultiple

ways. The 1Pe-1Se transition has been directly probed with NIR transient absorption spectroscopy in addi-

tion to indirectly investigated as a rise time for the population of the 1Se state after excitation of the elec-

tron into the 1Pe state, upon which electrons cool from the 1Pe level and relax into the 1Se state (Zhu et al.,

2010). Additionally, fluorescence upconversion spectroscopy has indirectly observed the transition as a rise

time after excitation into the 1Pe state because the electron must relax to the band edge before it can ra-

diatively recombine.

The most notable breakthrough in the earliest ultrafast spectroscopy studies on CdSe nanocrystals was the

lack of observation of a phonon bottleneck in thermalization of the charge carriers (Guyot-Sionnest et al.,

2005; Klimov and McBranch, 1998; Saari et al., 2013; Wehrenberg et al., 2002). High-energy electrons in en-

ergy states above the band edge must transfer their excess energy in order to relax back to the band edge.

It was initially thought that hot electrons transfer their energy to lattice vibrations and this process should

be limited by the low availability of phonons in nanocrystalline systems, and would lead to what was termed

the phonon bottleneck (Guyot-Sionnest et al., 2005). Specifically in CdSe, the energy separation between

the 1Pe-1Se states corresponds to about eight LO phonon energies; therefore, the probability of direct

multi-phonon emission is negligibly small (Klimov, 2000b). The low probability of the proposed cooling

process was expected to decrease the rate and increase the timescale for this transition. However, instead

of a phonon bottleneck, in all cases fast thermalization of electrons in the range of 120–540 fs (dependent

on size) was typically observed (Burda et al., 2001, 2002; Cooney et al., 2007; Guyot-Sionnest et al., 2005;

Guyot-Sionnest and Hines, 1998; Kambhampati, 2011a, 2011b; Klimov, 2000b; Klimov et al., 1996, 1999a,

2000; Klimov andMcBranch, 1998; Knowles et al., 2011; Peterson et al., 2014; Saari et al., 2013; Wehrenberg

et al., 2002; Wheeler and Zhang, 2013; Zhu et al., 2010).

Investigations into the mechanisms of intraband relaxation for hot electrons first probed the effects of sur-

face chemistry on the thermalization of the charges. Early studies suggested sensitivity to surface chemis-

try, even finding a trend that softer ligands lead to a slower relaxation ðRS� >RNH2 >RCO
�
2 zRPO3H

2�Þ
which provided evidence of electronic-to-vibrational energy transfer influencing electron cooling

(Guyot-Sionnest et al., 2005). Additional studies showed that the surface sensitivity for electron cooling

was significantly influenced by how the ligands interacted with the hole, such as hole transfer to the ligand

from the nanocrystal core. Surface ligands that decrease the electron-hole coupling, such as hole transfer

from CdSe to pyridine, were found to slow the electron cooling rate somewhat to the few-ps timescale

(Klimov, 2000b). Studies that capped CdSe nanocrystals in ZnS shell found no change in the intraband

relaxation of the electron (Cooney et al., 2007; Klimov, 2000b; Klimov et al., 1999a, 1999b, 2000).

As the body of literature has evolved, it is now widely established that the primary or dominant mechanism

by which hot electrons cool in semiconductor nanocrystals is an Auger relaxation process in which the

excess electron energy is transferred to the hole (Cooney et al., 2007; Kambhampati, 2011a). This ‘up-

pumps’ the hole to ‘higher’ energy levels (such as the 2P3/2 state) in the valence band and has implications

in carrier cooling studies for the hole.

One notable investigation by Guyot-Sionnest and Pandey decoupled the electron from the hole by sepa-

rating the charge carriers between materials in a CdSe/ZnSe type-II core/shell structure (Pandey and

Guyot-Sionnest, 2008). This system (actually CdSe/ZnS1ML/ZnSexML/CdSe1ML with alkane thiol ligands)

localized the electron in the core, separating it from the hole, from trap states at the nanocrystal surface,

and from molecular vibrations of the ligands. By decoupling the electron from the ways by which it dissi-

pates energy, the electron cooling time was slowed to longer than 1 ns. Additional work by Kambhampati

et al. showed that the 1Pe hot electron lifetime for the 1Pe-1Se process varied linearly with particle radius

with lifetimes of 155 fs for r = 2.01 nm up to 250 fs for r = 3.18 nm (Cooney et al., 2007). The unified picture

of hot exciton cooling when the initial excitonic state is 1P presented by Kambhampati involves three

sequential steps, the first and third related to hole cooling while the second step is as an Auger-based elec-

tron-to-hole energy transfer.

Investigations of electron cooling in other Cd-based nanocrystalline materials found similar results to

CdSe. One of the earliest studies of ultrafast carrier dynamics performed by Klimov et al. investigated

CdS nanocrystals (Klimov et al., 1996). They found that relaxation of photoluminescence intensity at 3 eV

occurred in 400 fs and was complementary to photoluminescence buildup dynamics at 2.6 eV, which
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took 800 fs; these processes were attributed carrier cooling during intraband energy relaxation. Kambham-

pati et al. observed electron cooling in CdTe nanocrystals, both freshly prepared and aged, and found the

1Pe-1Se transition to be a fast sub-ps process that also breaks the phonon bottleneck (Saari et al., 2013).

Electron cooling in non-Cd-based nanomaterials has also been explored. Electron thermalization in InP

nanocrystals has been studied by Lian et al. (Wu et al., 2013). Electron cooling is observed as the first

rise component in the bleach signal for InP nanocrystals and occurs in 330 fs. Additionally, Guyot-Sionnest

et al. investigated electron cooling in lead chalcogenide nanocrystals and found that the lifetime of the

1Pe,h states in PbSe is less than 4 ps (instrument resolution at the time) and again no phonon bottleneck

was observed (Wehrenberg et al., 2002). Jonas et al. investigated PbS nanocrystals (r = 4 nm) and found

the relaxation of hot carriers over the first 2 ps is insensitive to nanocrystal surface or even the presence

of biexcitons (Cho et al., 2010). Interestingly, the decay of the quantum confined E1 state is bulk-like in na-

ture and quantum confinement is not expected because hot carrier dynamics at three times the band gap is

localized on the 1–2 nm length scale. With diameter of 8 nm, the PbS nanocrystals are much larger than the

carrier localization and, aside from frequent collisions with the surface, their dynamics closely resemble the

relaxation processes found in the bulk. They observed intervalley scattering populated bulk-like states in

100 fs which relax in 240 fs.

Hole cooling

Intraband transitions of the hole are inextricably coupled to the thermalization of the electron. Early studies

used NIR TA spectroscopy to directly probe the hole relaxation in CdSe nanocrystals and found the initial

hole relaxation occurs in the range of 500 fs – 2 ps, dependent on size but independent of surface proper-

ties (Burda et al., 2001, 2002; Klimov, 2000b; Klimov et al., 1999a,1999b; Klimov and McBranch, 1998;

Knowles et al., 2011; Peterson et al., 2014). Many of the earliest studies that investigated hole cooling

(in addition to electron cooling) were performed by Klimov, McBranch, Leatherdale, Bawendi, Burda,

and El-Sayed (Burda et al., 2001; Klimov, 2000b; Klimov et al., 1999a,1999b; Klimov and McBranch, 1998).

The various nanocrystal surfaces investigated that do not significantly affect intraband relaxation of the

hole include ligands such as trioctylphosphine (TOP), trioctylphosphine oxide (TOPO), and pyridine as

well as overcoating with inorganic shells of ZnS. Weiss et al. more recently established that hole cooling

to the band edge is the starting point for all subsequent relaxations of the quantum dot, such as carrier

trapping and interband relaxation (Knowles et al., 2011).

Kambhampati et al. probed hot carrier dynamics with state-to-state specificity with DDOD transients of

pump-probe transient absorption spectroscopy and developed a three-step overall picture of hot exciton

cooling when the initial exciton state is 1P (Cooney et al., 2007). First, hot holes relax from the 1P3/2 state to

the 1S3/2 state in 10 fs through surface ligand induced nonadiabatic transitions. Next, the electron cools to

the band edge through an Auger process in 150–250 fs which ‘up-pumps’ the hole to the 2P3/2 state. Finally,

hot hole cooling to the band edge follows sequential kinetics on the 1 ps timescale. That is, the rate of hole

cooling slows as it moves through the states and approaches the band edge because the states nearer the

band edge have increased energy spacings. They also decomposed the 2S3/2-1S3/2 transition into two

sequential steps through an intermediate 1P3/2 state. They measured the sequential kinetics of the

2S3/2-1P3/2 transition followed by the 1P3/2-1S3/2 transition to have time constants of 240 fs and 10 fs,

respectively. With the primary mechanism of hole cooling in their new model being nonadiabatic coupling

to the surface ligands, they investigated CdSe capped with two monolayers of ZnS shell. They found that

while the ZnS shell does not affect the relaxation of the hot electron, it did increase the time for hole cooling

from 248 fs to 355 fs, providing evidence of surface ligand influence on hole cooling.

Beyond Cd-based nanocrystals, in fact beyond just CdSe nanocrystals, studies of hole thermalization are

very limited. Lian et al. observed hole cooling in InP nanocrystals, in which decay of the hole in the valence

band and/or trap states occurs in 550 fs (Wu et al., 2013).

Surface trapping

Nanocrystal surface chemistry has been demonstrated to influence how the charge carriers behave upon

their interaction with the surface. Some of the earliest studies on the ultrafast dynamics of the exciton in

semiconductor nanocrystals found evidence of hole trapping in the first few ps after excitation and electron

trapping in 20–50 ps in both CdSe and CdS nanocrystals (Burda et al., 1999, 2002; Klimov, 2000b; Klimov

et al., 1996, 1999b; Logunov et al., 1998). The surface chemistries first explored included ligands such as
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TOP, TOPO, and pyridine, and ZnS as an inorganic overcoating. Electron trapping at the surface was found

to be enhanced in aged samples with native TOPO ligands (increasing by more than three times) and sup-

pressed by about half for ZnS overcoated samples (Klimov et al., 1999b).

The work of Rosenthal et al. studied the ultrafast dynamics of TOPO-passivated CdSe nanocrystals with

fluorescence upconversion spectroscopy. Surface trapping was found to occur in 2–6 ps after excitation

due to electrons in the Se dangling bonds annihilating the hole in the valence band (deep trap states as

illustrated in Figure 2B) (Garrett et al., 2008a; Underwood et al., 2001b). The surface trapping was found

to be size-dependent, occurring faster in smaller nanocrystals because of larger surface-to-volume ratio

and enhanced carrier overlap with the surface. Radiative recombination was also observed at lower en-

ergies from charge carriers after being trapped in the deep trap states. Emission from these states was

found to have a rise time of �2 ps, consistent with the timescale of carrier trapping at the surface which

populates the deep trap states.

Rosenthal et al. later explored other surface chemistries such as hexadecylamine (HDA) which was found to

eliminate the size dependence of the exciton dynamics as well as increase the time for trapping to occur in

comparison to TOPO-only CdSe nanocrystals (Garrett et al., 2008a; Kippeny et al., 2008). On the mixed Cd

and Se (100) facets of the nanocrystal surface, the amine binds to Cd atoms and the methylene protons on

the carbon adjacent to the amine then interact with the Se dangling bonds on the surface of the nanocrystal

and partially passivate the trap sites. This passivation may occur because of a hydrogen bond-like interac-

tion that passivates the dangling Se orbitals or the interactionmay decrease the energy of themid-gap trap

state so it is closer to the band edge state and is indistinguishable from band edge emission. The role of

photo-oxidation was also investigated by Rosenthal et al. and nanocrystals completely free of surface Se

oxidation do not fluoresce, indicating that nonradiative relaxation dominates the decay pathways (Kippeny

et al., 2008). Upon photo-oxidation, however, the nonradiative relaxation mechanisms are diminished and

band edge and deep trap emissions are enhanced.

Other notable work on the carrier trapping in semiconductor nanocrystals includes the work by Weiss et al.

who studied the exciton dynamics of CdSe nanocrystals with both transient absorption and time-resolved

photoluminescence (Knowles et al., 2011). They found a one-to-one correspondence between dynamics

observed by each technique which indicates that each lifetime originates from a state that is potentially

emissive but is competing with a nonradiative quenching process. Three different major populations

were observed in the ensemble CdSe sample, each with distinct radiative and nonradiative pathways for

carrier relaxation. In one population fast hole trapping into shallow defect states intrinsic to the nanocrystal

lattice was observed to occur in 2.5–4.5 ps, after which the electron in the conduction band is either

trapped (the dominant pathway) or it radiatively recombines with the trapped hole on the order of slower

than�1 ns. The other two populations both have slower hole trapping on the order of 26–48 ps followed by

relaxation of the electron into either a trap state or recombination with the trapped hole on the order of 13

or 45 ns for populations two and three, respectively. Of note, holes residing in trap states (as opposed to

the valence band) were observed to recombine radiatively with electrons in the conduction band in multi-

ple populations of nanocrystals. Additional work by Weiss et al. demonstrated that hole trapping is

affected by hole trapping ligands such as octanethiol and is not affected by electron trapping ligands

like benzoquinone (McArthur et al., 2010). While this may appear self-evident, it was found that both

hole trapping and electron trapping ligands influence the electron trapping by decreasing its relative

amplitude (or contribution to the decay) and increasing its rate. This finding suggests that electron trap-

ping is a surface-mediated decay process that is nonspecific to chemical functionalization of the nanocrys-

tal surface.

Another notable contribution to surface trapping in nanocrystals was by Jones and Scholes who modeled

carrier trapping as an electron transfer reaction described with classical Marcus theory, treating each trap

state as a distribution of trap states (Jones et al., 2008, 2009). Applying this model to CdSe/CdS/ZnS core/

shell/shell and CdSe/CdZnS core/shell structures, they determined two trap state distributions exist. For

each trap state they were able to determine the reorganization energy, peak distribution energy level,

and even estimate the number of individual trap states in each distribution of trap states. Using Marcus

ET theory, they ultimately determined that one trap state population was due to surface traps and the other

was due to interfacial trap states near the CdSe core. The surface trap state distribution has a large reor-

ganization energy due mainly to an outer-sphere/solvent component that is linearly related to the
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molecular polarizability of the solvent. The surface trap distribution is also centered �120 meV above the

exciton state, consistent with the wider-band gap outermost ZnS shell leading to trap state energies on the

surface having average higher energy than the CdSe exciton state. The other trap state distribution is

attributed to interfacial trap states near the CdSe core. It has a small reorganization energy since the

trap states are within the nanocrystal lattice and involve minimal nuclear reorganization. The distribution

is only �5 meV above the exciton state, close in energy since the states are near the CdSe core. They later

followed up with a temperature-dependent study to relate trap populations to PL decay lifetimes: at low

temperature only the low-energy trap states are populated while at higher energies trapping and detrap-

ping processes occur more readily, increasing average PL lifetimes (Jones et al., 2009).

Another model to describe carrier trapping (detrapping) in CdSe nanocrystals was proposed by Kambham-

pati et al., in which they invoke a semiclassical Marcus-Jortner based model to describe surface photolu-

minescence over a range of temperatures (Mooney et al., 2013). This approach couples the excitonic states

in the core of the nanocrystals to a single surface state. In this sense, and in contrast to many of the view-

points and considerations in previous studies, the surface state is considered a fundamental electronic

state of the system as opposed to a source of defects that must be eliminated or diminished. Kambhampati

et al. later utilized time-resolved emission spectroscopy to provide evidence that there are in fact two sur-

face states, one that is in a slow equilibrium with the core state and one that is considered a ‘deep trap’ that

is kinetically isolated from the other two states (Palato et al., 2017). This work suggests that electron transfer

between the core and surface can be on the order of tens of nanoseconds, much slower than previous

studies have demonstrated.

Recently, Lindenberg et al. utilized femtosecond electron diffraction measurements to monitor lattice dis-

tortions upon photoexcitation of CdSe nanocrystals and CdSe/CdS core/shells (Guzelturk et al., 2021).

Changes in relative diffraction intensity over time were attributed to localized structural deformations

caused by hot charge carriers distorting the nanocrystal lattice (i.e. forming a polaron). For CdSe nanocrys-

tals, near-band-edge excitation (which did not generate hot carriers) led to ‘‘slow’’ progression of localized

lattice disordering on the order of 167 ps. The holes generated by this excitation did not have enough en-

ergy to directly cause localized surface trapping and, instead, Auger relaxation of the photoexcited carriers

formed hot holes at later times (see Hole cooling) which were then able to trap to the surface and gave rise

to the (slower) formation of the localized lattice distortions. Excitation at higher energies, however, gener-

ated hot carriers capable of directly trapping to the surface of the nanocrystals and the localized distortions

were much more pronounced (indicating a higher degree of trapping for the hot carriers) and were

observed to form in 6.9 ps. In the same study, CdSe/CdS core/shells were also investigated which have

a quasi type II band alignment in which electrons are delocalized throughout core and shell material while

holes are localized in the core of the material away from the surface (Keene et al., 2014). For near-band-

edge excitation, significant localized lattice distortions were not observed which indicated that the defor-

mations were not primarily caused by electron trapping at the surface. However, when excited at higher

energy, hot holes were formed which were able to access the nanocrystal surface and become trapped.

Localized lattice deformations attributed to hole trapping at the surface were found to form in�3.5 ps after

excitation.

While CdSe, and to a lesser extent CdS, have been investigated the most in terms of fundamental studies

related to surface trapping of charge carriers, other materials such as CdTe and ZnSe have also been

explored. CdTe nanocrystals have much faster surface trapping than CdSe nanocrystals, occurring in

about �2 ps, as opposed to �20–50 ps for CdSe (Saari et al., 2013). The trapping in CdTe is also a more

significant relative contribution to the overall relaxation pathways experienced by the excited charge car-

riers in CdTe than in CdSe. Additionally, aged CdTe samples exhibit greater efficiency of surface trapping

than do freshly-prepared CdTe. ZnSe has also been investigated with TCSPC and the lifetimes of both

shallow and deep trap state emission were observed (Gul et al., 2011). The shallow trap states near the

band edge have a longer lifetime than the near-band edge emission, 12 versus 1.1 ns, respectively. The

deep trap states, attributed to zinc vacancies or selenium dangling bonds which have energy levels

deep within the bandgap (similar to CdSe) have even longer lifetimes of 60 ns.
Charge transfer

While charge transfer to/from adsorbed ligands on nanocrystal surfaces are not the focus of this review

article, it must be acknowledged that charge transfer is a process that competes with surface trapping
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and plays a pivotal role in the fate of the excited state when adsorbed to the nanocrystal (Dworak et al.,

2021; Logunov et al., 1998; Zhu et al., 2012). Early work found that electron transfer from the nanocrystal

to an electron acceptor such as methyl viologen occurs in 200–300 fs and therefore competes with surface

trapping and electron-hole recombination processes, quenching both band gap and deep trap emission

and creating a long-lived charge-separated state (Logunov et al., 1998). Electrons have also been found to

transfer to other electron acceptors such as adsorbed quinones in 200–400 fs after thermalization of the

excited charge carriers and then back transfer to the valence band from the quinones (Burda et al.,

1999). Then, in direct contrast to methyl viologen, the quinone electron acceptor bypasses the nanocrystal

core and surface trap states and shuttles the excited electron from the conduction band to the hole in the

valence band, increasing the rate of charge carrier recombination by about five times. Many other studies

investigating the carrier dynamics of nanocrystals have utilizedmolecules to extract charges from the nano-

crystals, not as an end or application in itself but rather to purposefully decouple the charge carriers in

order to isolate certain processes such as electron versus hole cooling in nanocrystals, or to validate and

attribute spectroscopic signatures to a certain process (i.e. if the hole is removed and a signal still remains,

it must be due to the electron) (Burda et al., 1999; Klimov, 2000b; Klimov et al., 2000; La Croix et al., 2017;

Peterson et al., 2014; Taheri et al., 2021; Wu et al., 2013; Zhu et al., 2010). That is, instead of being studied as

a new phenomenon with its own applications, charge acceptors have been utilized as a means or a tool to

provide fundamental information on the behavior of the charge carriers in semiconductor nanocrystals.

One study of note by Weiss et al. exemplifies charge carriers interfacing with the organic ligands at the sur-

face of nanocrystals through adsorption of phenyldithiocarbamate ligands to CdSe (Frederick and Weiss,

2010). The frontier HOMO orbitals of the ligand are resonant with the valence band of the nanocrystal and

thus the hole is delocalized into the ligand shell, yielding an effective relaxation of the quantum confine-

ment beyond the limits of the nanocrystalline material. TCSPC results reported for the phenomenon indi-

cate shorter lifetimes getting even faster and dominating the decay processes for the PTC-ligated CdSe.

The longest decay observed, however, increased substantially from �80 ns to �179 ns for the nanocrystals

with the delocalized hole.
Exciton lifetime and deep trap emission

Many of the techniques that have been utilized to study the ultrafast processes in nanocrystals are of the

pump-probe type with mechanically generated delays which, while they provide excellent temporal reso-

lution, can be somewhat limited in the window of time they can extend out to probe. Therefore, many

studies utilize an extra decay that is long-lived and extends beyond the temporal capabilities of the instru-

ment that is necessary to yield an acceptable fit to the data(Bowers et al., 2009; Burda et al., 2002; Fitzmorris

et al., 2012b; Garrett et al., 2008b, 2008a; Keene et al., 2014; Kippeny et al., 2008; Klimov et al., 1999a,

1999b; Klimov, 2000b; Klimov and McBranch, 1998; Labrador and Dukovic, 2020; Logunov et al., 1998;

McArthur et al., 2010; Pandey and Guyot-Sionnest, 2007, 2008; Underwood et al., 2001b; Wehrenberg

et al., 2002). While these particular studies are unable to accurately assign a value to the lifetime, the

work of Rosenthal et al., for instance, was able to find a size-dependent trend in the long-lived component

attributed to the band edge lifetime that extends beyond instrument capability (Garrett et al., 2008b). Band

edge lifetime increases with size and the interband relaxation begins to dominate the decay processes as

size increases because of a decrease in the surface-to-volume ratio which decreases the number of trap

sites per nanocrystal volume. The long-lived band edge lifetime is attributed to the dark exciton effect

(relaxation from the triplet state to the ground state) which is more pronounced for smaller nanocrystals

whereas larger nanocrystals recombine from the singlet to the ground state (Garrett et al., 2008b; Under-

wood et al., 2001b).

Using techniques such as TCSPC and/or electronically generated white light that extend the temporal win-

dow to longer time scales thanmechanically generated delays are capable of, the full lifetime of the excited

state has been observed to be on the order of a few ns to tens of ns for CdSe nanocrystals (Burda et al.,

2001; Fitzmorris et al., 2012a; Frederick and Weiss, 2010; Knowles et al., 2011; Zhu et al., 2010). Similar re-

sults have been found for other binary nanocrystalline materials such as ZnSe (Gul et al., 2011).

Long-lived emission from nanocrystalline materials has also been observed to extend beyond even that of

the band edge lifetime. This observation is attributed to emission from relaxation of charges that have been

localized in trap states. The trapped charges, sometimes referred to as charge-separated states, have a

much longer lifetime than the charge carriers at the band edge. Termed deep trap emission, this
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phenomenon occurs at longer wavelengths, corresponding to lower-energy transitions from trap states

located deep within the band gap. The deep trap emission has �2 ps rise time in CdSe nanocrystals, com-

plementary to the fast initial decay of hole trapping by electrons in Se dangling bonds at the surface of the

nanocrystals (Underwood et al., 2001b). In CdSe nanocrystals, multiple levels of trap states have been

probed. The lifetime of deep-trap emission at 1000 nm wavelength in the NIR is 250 ns while deeper

trap emission at 4.8 mm can be as long at 1 ms (Burda et al., 2001). The observation of longer lifetimes

and longer wavelengths implies a trap hopping mechanism in which carriers relax from the band edge

to shallow traps, upon which they continue stepwise relaxation to lower energy (or ‘deeper’) trap states.

This phenomenon has also been observed in ZnSe nanocrystals, albeit on a somewhat faster (tens of ns)

timescale, with shallow trap state emission lifetime of 12 ns and deep trap state emission lifetime of

60 ns (Gul et al., 2011). Kambhampati et al. have also shown that there are multiple surface states that

are vibronically coupled to the LO phonon of the CdSe nanocrystal (Mack et al., 2017). Furthermore,

they concluded that the surface state exhibits bright-dark splitting similar to the core excitonic state and

there must be at least two bright surface electronic states in order to account for the temperature depen-

dence of the emission line widths for the surface emission bands in CdSe nanocrystals.
CARRIER DYNAMICS IN NONTRADITIONAL/NONBINARY NANOCRYSTALLINE

STRUCTURES

Ultrasmall nanocrystals

Emission from ultrasmall CdSe nanocrystals is completely dominated by deep trap emission from

forbidden surface states. Banin et al. found a size-dependent trend of deep trap emission from ultrasmall

CdSe nanoclusters ranging in size from 0.7 nm to 2 nm in diameter (Soloviev et al., 2001). The largest cluster

has the shortest deep trap emission lifetime of 0.78 ms whereas the smallest cluster has the longest lifetime

of 10 ms. They also noted that the PL decay is only able to be fit with a stretched exponential which is indic-

ative of trapped emission. In addition, the PL increases with a decrease in temperature, which also supports

emission related to forbidden surface states.

Upon discovery of white-light emission from ultrasmall CdSe nanocrystals, Rosenthal et al. also investi-

gated the broad emission of the ultrasmall nanocrystals at various wavelengths across the visible spectrum

with femtosecond fluorescence upconversion spectroscopy (Bowers et al., 2009). They found that, much

like molecules, the radiative lifetimes increase as the spectrum evolves from blue to red, and trapping

slows. Specifically, emission at the highest energy peak of the spectrum (459 nm) has a fast 250 fs decay

that is mapped to a 270 fs rise time for a lower-energy trap state (552 nm), indicating rapid depopulation

of the excited state by carrier trapping that is observed to directly correspond to population of the lower-

energy trap state. Additional emission observed at 488 nm is attributed to recombination at surface Se and

is unaffected by Cd ligand exchanges. The remaining peaks across the visible spectrum exhibit two decays

on the order of 2–7 ps and 40–80 ps, each increasing in time from blue to red.
Core/shells

Many studies have investigated the effects of encapsulating the nanocrystal in an epitaxial shell of a

different inorganic semiconductor material. The band gap alignment of the semiconductor shell with

respect to the valence and conduction bands of the core electronically influence the behavior of the charge

carriers. Type I and quasi type II core/shells have been investigated to improve surface passivation and

decrease or even eliminate surface trapping by confining the charge carriers within the corematerial to pre-

vent their overlap with the surface of the nanocrystals. Type II structures have been utilized to decouple the

charge carriers from one another in studies to investigate various fundamental processes in nanocrystals.

Early studies by Klimov and Bawendi investigated a thin shell of ZnS on CdSe nanocrystals which have a

type I band alignment confining charge carriers to the CdSe core. These first investigations of ultrafast dy-

namics with addition of a type I shell indicated that the ZnS shell on CdSe nanocrystals did not alter the

coupling of the excited electron and hole when investigating intraband relaxation processes (Klimov,

2000b; Klimov et al., 1999a, 2000). Specifically, both the electron and hole relaxation dynamics did not

change significantly and were therefore determined to be insensitive to surface chemistry. However, it

was observed that electron trapping at the surface decreased in magnitude by about half (down to �7%

of total relaxation processes) which was attributed to electronic passivation of the surface as evidenced

by suppression of the fast decay component (Klimov et al., 1999b).
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Kambhampati et al. later investigated surface effects on intraband carrier cooling in CdSe with ZnS shell

and observed no effect on the electron cooling dynamics which confirmed the earlier reports (Cooney

et al., 2007). However, in contrast to the earlier reports, they found passivation with two monolayers of

ZnS increased hole relaxation from 248 fs to 355 fs. This provided evidence of surface sensitivity for the

hot hole thermalization leading to their model of nonadiabatic coupling to surface ligands as the primary

mechanism for hole cooling, as discussed previously (see Hole cooling).

Lian et al. utilized anthroquinine, an electron acceptor, to illustrate the ability of the CdSe/ZnS type I band

alignment in this core/shell system to successfully confine the charge carriers to the core and decouple the

excitonic states from the surface states (Zhu et al., 2010). The rates of charge transfer to the electron

acceptor and back-transfer to the nanocrystal decrease exponentially with ZnS shell thickness, indicating

that the shell decreases electronic coupling of the excited charge carriers with the surface ligands and

serves as a tunneling barrier to charge transfer. Ultimately, the exciton lifetimes of the charge separation

and recombination for the thickest shells of �2.4 monolayers of ZnS increases to 45 ps and 800 ns, respec-

tively. This is a remarkable increase from 3.4 ps to 0.75 ns for the same processes, respectively, in anthro-

quinine-adsorbed CdSe nanocrystals without ZnS shells, demonstrating the ability of core/shell systems to

control the behavior of charge carriers in nanoheterostructures.

Rosenthal et al. also explored CdSe/ZnSe core/shell structures and found that hole trapping actually

increased with size in this system (Kippeny et al., 2008). This is attributed to the type II or quasi type II

band alignment between the CdSe core and the ZnSe shell. Specifically, for smaller nanocrystals the

band alignment promotes hole trapping to the surface (quasi type II) and/or confines electrons to the

CdSe core and holes in the ZnSe shell (type II), in which carrier separationmakes the holes more susceptible

to surface trap states.

Another CdSe-core based structure explored by Zhang et al. encapsulated a type II CdSe/ZnSe core/shell

with an additional ZnS shell, ultimately creating a type I CdSe/ZnSe/ZnS core/shell/shell (Fitzmorris et al.,

2012a). Comparing the CdSe core-only, CdSe/ZnSe core/shell, and the CdSe/ZnSe/ZnS core/shell/shell

with TCSPC reveals three different types of decay on different time scales. Surface trapping by dangling

bonds is attributed to a 0.7 ns decay which is present in CdSe core-only, decreases in magnitude for the

CdSe/ZnSe core/shell, and is eliminated entirely in the CdSe/ZnSe/ZnS core/shell/shell. The core/shell

structures also introduce crystal lattice dislocations due to lattice mismatch at the core/shell interface

which serve as sites for nonradiative recombination. In all samples a slow �30 ns process is observed

that is attributed to shallow trap state mediated processes.

Beyond CdSe-core based core/shell structures, InP/CdS has also been studied as a type II system (Wu et al.,

2013). Notably, in this core/shell structure two rise times are observed for different transitions. The B1

bleach, corresponding to the transition from the CdS valence band edge to the delocalized conduction

band 1S electron level, has a rise time of 173 fs and is attributed to cooling of hot electrons to the delocal-

ized 1Se level in the conduction band. The B2 bleach, corresponding to the transition from the 1S hole level

in the InP core to the delocalized conduction band 1S electron level, has a rise time of 452 fs and is attrib-

uted to the process of hole localization into the 1S in the InP core because the hole is generated in the shell

or potentially delocalized throughout the core/shell.

Additional study of InP core-based nanocrystals includes recent work by Rosenthal et al. who studied thick-

shell InP/ZnSe core/shell nanocrystals and compared an abrupt core/shell interface to an alloyed interface

(Freymeyer et al., 2020). Using both fluorescence upconversion and TCSPC, both samples exhibit sub-

200 fs carrier cooling,�6 ps hole trapping,�26–37 ps electron trapping, and�16–18 ns long-lived radiative

recombination. Electron trapping is the dominant trapping mechanism. Interestingly, the alloyed interface

sample has greater trapping, in particular hole trapping, which is attributed to the additional energy levels

near the valence band edge caused by inclusion of In3+.
Alloys

The ultrafast dynamics of homogeneously alloyed nanocrystals closely resemble that of binary semicon-

ductor nanomaterials. Rosenthal et al. studied homogeneously alloyed CdSxSe1-x nanocrystals via ultrafast

fluorescence upconversion spectroscopy and compared their dynamics to CdSe nanocrystals (Garrett

et al., 2008b). Carrier trapping at the surface is observed, similar to binary CdSe. However, an increase
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in the composition of sulfur leads to an increase in the surface trapping. This increase in surface trapping is

attributed to an increase in the amount of surface trap states, which are directly correlated with the amount

of sulfur in the nanocrystals.

Alloy nanocrystal materials have also been explored that are heterogeneous in composition, closely resem-

bling core/shells in both structure and charge carrier behavior. Rosenthal et al. synthesized graded alloy

CdSxSe1-x nanocrystals with a CdSe-rich core that gradually transitions to a CdS-rich shell instead of

featuring a hard interface between core and shell materials (Keene et al., 2014). The graded alloy structure

is able to achieve a core/shell-like structure within a much smaller overall diameter than typical core/shell

nanocrystals, which can require thick shells in order to achieve complete shell coverage and passivation of

the core material. The ultrafast dynamics were studied as sulfur composition was increased. Hole trapping

at the surface, observed as a fast 2–3 ps decay of the radiative recombination, is suppressed and even

completely eliminated as sulfur composition increases and the quasi-type II band alignment localizes

the excited holes within the CdSe-rich core. Eliminating carrier overlap with the surface within such a small

nanocrystal of only�4 nm diameter was a notable achievement. Decreased hole trapping also corresponds

to an increase in photoluminescence quantum yield for the nanocrystals. Electron trapping of 20–30 ps is

observed in all sulfur compositions because the conduction bands of core and shell are closely aligned such

that the electron is delocalized throughout the entire structure, maintaining access to the surface trap

states.

Gradient alloying was also investigated by Zhang et al. in a type I Cd1-xZnxSe/ZnSe/ZnS alloy core/shell/

shell structure (Fitzmorris et al., 2013). On the nanosecond timescale, the dynamics between the Cd1-xZnxSe

core, Cd
1-x
ZnxSe/ZnSe core/shell, and Cd1-xZnxSe/ZnSe/ZnS core/shell/shell structures are very similar,

showing double exponential decays of �1 and �9 ns with most of the photoluminescence emitting via

the slow �9 ns component. Within the alloy core, the alloying process results in a graded structure with

a Cd-rich core and Zn-rich shell and on the nanosecond timescale the smaller band gap Cd-rich center fun-

nels charges toward the center of the nanocrystal. This process is attributed to a 7 ps decay observed in TA

spectroscopy. Nonradiative recombination through surface trap states in the alloy core are attributed to a

55 ps decay and an 80 ps decay observed in the structures with shell(s) is attributed to nonradiative relax-

ation through lattice dislocations at the core/shell interface. This is a notable example of alloying being

used to decrease lattice mismatch at interfaces between core and shell that introduce trap states.
Nanorods

The ultrafast dynamics of charge carriers in one-dimensional nanorods display many of the same processes

as observed in zero-dimensional nanocrystal quantum dots. Early work by El-Sayed et al. compared CdSe

nanodots (nanocrystals with diameter of 4.2 nm) to CdSe nanorods of 4.23 13.5 nm (Mohamed et al., 2001).

The rise time of the band gap state is faster in the nanorods (400 fs) in comparison to the nanocrystals (1 ps)

as is the decay of the higher energy state (300 fs for the nanorods versus 2 ps for the nanocrystals), indi-

cating a faster cooling process that leads to the rise of the bandgap state in the nanorods. In the nanorods,

the decay becomes longer as the energy decreases, 300 fs at high energies extended out to 50 ps at the

band gap state. Decay of the band gap in the nanorods (50 ps) is longer than the nanocrystals (two decays: 2

and 36 ps). The differences observed between nanorods and nanocrystals is explained by the decrease in

symmetry in the nanorods. The decreased symmetry lifts the degeneracy of the energy levels which then

lead to longer times for the charges to cascade down the energy levels to the band edge. In addition,

the longer decay of the band gap is explained by less effective surface trapping in the nanorods.

Type II nanorod structures have been investigated in which charge carriers are separated between two

different materials including CdSe/PbSe and CdSe/CdTe (Jones et al., 2008; Lee et al., 2017). In CdSe/

CdTe nanorods, surface states either trap excited charge carriers on the 44–112 ns timescale (depending

on surface chemistry and the degree of passivation of the surface trap states) or the band alignment sep-

arates the electron into the CdSe and the hole into the CdTe to form a long-lived charge-separated state

with a lifetime on the 0.75–1.82 ms timescale (Jones et al., 2008). Similarly for CdSe/PbSe nanorods, after

selective excitation of only the PbSe, the type II band alignment promotes transfer of the electron to the

CdSe material while the hole remains in the PbSe (Lee et al., 2017). Exciting at high energy, however, shows

a bleach of the CdSe exciton band but not that of the PbSe exciton band even though both materials

should be excited. This is attributed to the hot electrons generated in PbSe by the high-energy excitation

cooling into trap states before relaxing to the PbSe band edge. Introduction of charge trap states is
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attributed to the cation exchange synthesis and include surface dangling bonds, interfacial defects, and

interior defects. Bleach of the trap-state stricken CdSe/PbSe nanorod recovers completely in 5 ps, whereas

CdSe-only nanorods exhibit only �20% bleach recovery out to 1 ns. Annealing the nanorods reduces the

number of defects and suppresses charge trapping, evidenced by a decrease in the amplitude and rate

of the fast carrier trapping processes. Electron transfer from the conduction band of CdSe to the conduc-

tion band of TiO2 in CdSe/TiO2 nanorods has also been observed as a fast decay (Fitzmorris et al., 2012b).

The fast injection rate from CdSe into TiO2 (1.71 3 1011 1/s) is attributed to the large interfacial area and

strong coupling between the two materials.

Just as in nanocrystal-based systems (see Charge transfer), charge transfer from nanorods has also been

studied and plays an important role in the excited state of nanorod-based systems. Rosenthal, Macdonald,

et al. have investigated CdSe dot in CdS nanorod structures functionalized with an iron-chelated bipyri-

dine-based ligand (a hole acceptor) (La Croix et al., 2017). In CdSe/CdS dot-in-rods with native ligands a

biexponential decay is observed with TCSPC, attributed to a small amount of carrier trapping at the surface

followed by longer-lived band edge recombination with a lifetime of 23.5 ns. Upon ligand exchange with

ammonium-[2,20-bipyridin]-4-ylcarbamadithioate (DTCBipy) holes are extracted by the ligands from the

CdS rod before they can be localized to the CdSe core and a consistent 20.9 ns lifetime of the band

edge exciton is observed along with a large quench of the photoluminescence quantum yield. In these

samples, the valence band offset is such that the holes are not accessible for transfer from the CdSe cores.

However, upon coordination of the DTCBipy ligands with Fe(acac)3 fast hole transfer from the CdS to the

molecular ligand occurs in 133 ps while the intrinsic CdSe core recombination has a lifetime of 1.24 ns.
CONCLUSIONS AND PERSPECTIVES

The behavior of the excited charge carriers in semiconductor nanomaterials ultimately determines the suit-

ability of a nanostructure for a particular application. Fundamental understanding of the evolution of the

excited state and its structure-property relationships enables intelligent design of nanomaterial systems

with properties optimized for an intended use, be it light harvesting in photovoltaics or light sources in

display or lighting devices. To date, ultrafast spectroscopies have yielded the necessary fundamental un-

derstanding of the behavior of the excited state and how it evolves in nanocrystalline semiconductor ma-

terials on the ultrafast timescale to begin such design strategies. Throughout the lifetime of the excited

state, the excited charge carriers experience a wide range of phenomena including: loss of initial anisot-

ropy, electronic dephasing, exciton spin relaxation, carrier cooling to the band edge, charge transfer to

or from adsorbed molecules at the nanocrystal surface, charge separation between materials in hetero-

structures, carrier trapping at surface states, charge trapping at internal interfacial lattice defects, relaxa-

tion back to the ground state, and/or relaxation from trap states. Notable discoveries in this field include

the lack of a phonon bottleneck, the importance of surface chemistry, and the ability of core/shell or other

complex structures to control the behavior of the excited state.

Future perspectives in the field of ultrafast spectroscopy on semiconductor nanocrystals are summarized

below:

� expand studies to non-CdSe-based systems and systems of greater complexity and higher dimen-

sions, for example:
◦cesium lead halide (CsPbX3)

◦doped nanocrystals

◦hybrid systems and heteronanostructures

◦two-dimensional nanomaterials systems

� femtosecond single particle spectroscopy

� higher sensitive detection to reduce pump power needs

� ‘all in one’ box for ultrafast experiments for non-laser specialists

The vast majority of the studies that have yielded fundamental understanding of the excited state in semi-

conductor nanocrystals have focused on CdSe-based systems, as we have detailed. However, the field has

most recently begun to expand and apply ultrafast spectroscopy to non-Cd-based and/or more complex
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systems. In particular, cesium lead halide (CsPbX3) and other perovskite nanocrystals have recently gained

popularity for their enhanced efficiencies in quantum dot photovoltaics and high photoluminescence

quantum yields and have garnered great interest in understanding their fundamental excitonic properties

(Boehme et al., 2020; Carroll et al., 2021; Dai et al., 2021; Qin et al., 2021; Socie et al., 2021). Doped nano-

crystal systems have also sparked interest (Dutta et al., 2018) as well as hybrid systems such as multilayered

CdSe nanocrystals bridged with bidentate dithiocarbamate ligands (Virgili et al., 2018). Beyond the zero-

dimensional nanocrystals which are the focus of this review, and even one-dimensional nanomaterials such

as nanorods which we briefly highlighted, recent work has also begun to explore two-dimensional materials

and even composites of two-dimensional materials such as nanoplatelets of CdSe, CsPbX3, and graphene

oxide, among other materials (Das et al., 2019; Ghosh et al., 2020).

Finally, the ultrafast techniques used to study the carrier dynamics of semiconductor nanocrystals thus far

are ensemblemeasurements, meaning the signal theymeasure is the sum of a large population of particles.

These ensemble techniques therefore lack the sensitivity to study the carrier dynamics of nanomaterials at

the single nanoparticle level. Since there is a large particle-to-particle variability between nanocrystals in

any given synthesis, at best these results yield an ‘averaged structure’ picture of the structure-property re-

lationships of semiconductor nanocrystals. Recently, Rosenthal, McBride, Hollingsworth, et al. have

demonstrated correlation of single particle TCSPC spectroscopy with electronmicroscopy characterization

of the same nanoparticles (Orfield et al., 2015; Reid et al., 2018). Ultrafast techniques must be developed to

monitor the carrier dynamics of a single nanoparticle to allow for correlation to structural characterization

of the same particle in order to truly realize the interplay between structure and charge carrier behavior in

semiconductor nanocrystals.
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